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Abstract 
In previous studies we have improved passing rates and grade averages in multiple computer science 
courses. This paper describes changes in students’ grades in final exam after implementing tutorial 
based learning in a databases 101 course. The changes are compared to two previous and 
traditionally held instances of the same course. Tutorial based learning promotes active and 
collaborative learning. Tutorials are carried out in a web based collaborative learning environment 
called ViLLE. This enables us to track the learning habits of students and learn about different kinds of 
learners on the course. By implementing four two hour tutorial sessions instead of just having lectures, 
we managed to halve the courses dropout-rate. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Most computer science students are expected to have a working knowledge about databases before 
they graduate. At the University of Turku, the course Databases 101 is an obligatory course for all 
freshmen. The course teaches the basics of database design, modelling and SQL. 

The course has long had a puzzlingly high fail-rate of over 25%, so the decision was made to 
introduce active learning methods to the course. Partially inspired by our success in redesigning a 
programming course with active learning, a collaborative education system, called ViLLE, was put to 
use. Additionally, eight hours of lectures was swapped with six hours of pair-work on ViLLE, 
decreasing the total time in-class by two hours.  

This paper presents the results of applying constructivist pedagogy and new technology into a 
university level introductory databases course. 

2 RELATED WORK 
There has been a significant scientific effort to determine what learning is and how can it be most 
efficiently facilitated in the learner. Various different theories on learning have gained popularity over 
the years. Behaviorism gained widespread popularity in the 1930s and was the prevalent theory of 
learning until the 1960s, when constructivism begun gaining ground and has remained strong to this 
day [8].  

Behaviorism, as its name implies, focuses on behavior. Simply put, perhaps even slightly overly 
simplified: for a given stimulus, a specific response indicates learning has happened. [19] This is in 
sharp contrast with the constructivist theories, which stress the importance of the learner actively 
constructing knowledge themselves from information provided to them [8][1]. Piaget and other 
constructivists state that due to this construction of knowledge, the learner effectively builds his or her 
own reality [14]. By this statement, constructivists mean the shift in viewing the world around us: a 
child may believe objects behave as they do for any reason. However, after learning Newtonian 
physics, the same child might then see the world as vectors of force which act on mass. 

Both these approaches have their merits and downfalls. Behavioristic learning is exceptionally easy to 
assess: provide the student with a stimulus and verify the response is the correct one [8]. However, 
this type of learning is hardly suitable for the multi-faceted jobs, where broad problems must often be 
solved. Constructivist learning better equips students to solve these problems, by attempting to build a 
deep understanding of topics. Contrary to the easiness of assessment of behavioristic learning, 
measuring constructivist learning requires us to determine whether the learner has constructed a 
(sufficiently) correct representation of the topic being learned. This is often best done by verifying the 
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lack of pervasive misconceptions. Misconceptions are models of the world that, while seemingly 
effective at explaining a phenomenon, are invalid when tested [17].  

As educators, we want our students to learn as much as possible during their studies - whether 
elementary, post-graduate or anything in between. This is best achieved by correcting any 
misconceptions the students have, as they are the main obstacle in the way to expert knowledge [17]. 
Behavioristic methods seem very poor in combating misconceptions, as a correct response may be 
generated with a shallow or incorrect understanding of the topic. A constructivist approach seems 
more appropriate. There are many constructivist approaches and their common denominator is active 
learning. This term has been defined in various ways and some authors leave the exact meaning to 
the intuition of the reader. Many, however, seem to have settled on the definition by Bonwell & Eison: 
”active learning … involves students in doing things and thinking about what they are doing.” [4] 

Active learning, then, is often used to denote any engaging or activating activity performed in the 
classroom that not only lets them think about the subject matter, but ideally also their own learning 
[15]. Often cited examples of active learning include discussion, writing notes or doing small group 
work [4], [8], [13],[15]. These activities all shift the responsibility of learning to the student, which is the 
main tenet of constructivism; learners actively construct their knowledge. This student centeredness 
does not diminish or lessen the importance of a knowledgeable teacher. In fact, group work with only 
minimal, or no teacher instruction at all has been found less effective than traditional lectures [11], 
[13], or even harmful, when students seem to know less after a minimally guided session [11]. 

Although students do require guidance, it need not always come from a human teacher. With the 
advent of the Internet, e-learning was made possible. The definition of e-learning is to deliver 
information and instruction to individuals over computer network technology [20]. E-learning combined 
with modern intelligent tutors and learning management systems can provide students a 
misconception free knowledge base from which to build on. Furthermore, intelligent tutoring systems 
were found to be very nearly as effective in disseminating knowledge as human tutors [18]. 

Using these electronic tools as aides in teaching, not only can they save resources (albeit with a high 
initial cost) [20], but also collect huge amounts of data from the learners. The analysis and mining of 
this data is collectively called learning analytics (LA). LA aims to “improve education, its processes, 
and its potential to advance teaching and learning in online education” [6]. The data produced by LA 
can be effectively used in education to provide the learner with concrete results on their learning 
efforts, but also to predict and model learning behavior, such as drop-outs or high-achievers [7]. 

There is a wide variety of success stories about applying active learning to education in improving 
student learning and knowledge retention. The lack of reported failures should not be interpreted as 
the lack of existing failures; success in applying active learning methods depends heavily on the 
students, teaching staff and institution, to name a few factors [9]. Next, several summaries are 
presented that report success in adopting a more active learning approach to teaching in the field of 
computer science. 

Barak describes in [2], how an introductory programming course in MIT was transformed using active 
learning methods. Their dataset consisted of 502 students spanning five semesters. Two semesters 
were taught ‘traditionally’ using lectures as the main method of teaching, and the remaining three 
semesters introduced active learning methods to varying degrees. They report a statistically significant 
positive change in grades and pass rates when using active learning methods.  

Kaila, in [9] reports similar results in applying active learning methodologies to a programming course 
in the University of Turku, Finland. Their data consisted of a total of 736 university students over four 
academic years. Two years were taught traditionally, and two with added active learning methods. 
They, too, report a statistically significant increase in both grade averages and pass rates after adding 
active learning methods. They replaced half of the lectures with pair work done on an electronic 
learning platform. They also improved student-teacher communication via weekly feedback surveys, 
the results of which were then discussed briefly at the beginning of the following lecture. 

3 VILLE AND TUTORIAL BASED LEARNING 
ViLLE is a collaborative education system developed in the IT-department at the University of Turku 
(Laakso, et. al. 2016). The key difference in ViLLE compared to other learning environments (for 
example Moodle) is the automatically assessed and immediate feedback-giving exercises. Automatic 
assessment enables continuous assessment during courses and immediate feedback supports the 
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learning of the students. Currently there are over 100 different kinds of exercise types available. Ten 
of them are aimed for teaching programming.  ViLLE is web based and can be accessed anywhere 
with an up-to-date web browser.  

Tutorials are a combination of study material and ViLLE exercises.  Study material varies from 
formatted text to tables, images, videos and simulations. Tutorials are traditionally completed in pairs 
over a two-hour supervised session. Students are allowed to continue working after a tutorial session 
for a specific time, usually a week. Tutorials promote active learning by pairing students and giving 
them interactive exercises, which are designed to ask “the right questions” to facilitate learning. Read 
more about tutorials in [9]. 

4 RESEARCH 
In this paper we compare three instances of databases 101 courses. The course teaches basics of 
SQL-language and ER-modelling of relational databases. The courses were held in the consecutive 
years 2014, 2015 and 2016. All instances were lectured by the same person and the contents of the 
courses were the same. The key change to the new course instance was to add four tutorial sessions, 
two hours each. The time for tutorials was taken from the lectures. Instead of 14 two hour lectures, the 
new course instance had 10 two hour lectures. Also due the tutorials, one two hour demonstration 
session was dropped out. Demonstrations and tutorials are mandatory whereas the lectures are 
optional for the students. In demonstrations, students present previously given homework in small 
groups in supervision of a staff-member. In the new instance there is six hours more mandatory 
teaching with obligatory attendance, but eight hours less lecturing. Table 1 lists the differences 
between the old course instances and the new course instance. 

Table 1.  Differences between the old and new course instances. 

 Old course instance New course instance 

Lectures 28 h 20 h 

Demonstrations 10 h 8 h 

Tutorials - 8 h 

Total of supervised learning 38 h 36 h 

The databases 101 course is arranged by the department of information technology and is mandatory 
for CS major students. Additionally, the course is popular among natural scientists. For the purpose of 
this paper, we observe only the exam grades of CS majors to get a more unified background for 
comparison between each year and course instance. Table 2 shows the number of CS majors in each 
course instances’ first exam. We compare the performance of the students in the first exam of each 
course only. The first exam is chosen as it best describes the differences in teaching methodology. 
We consider retake exams to not reflect on the teaching methodology, but more on the capability of 
students to acquire information on their own.  

There are 12 CS majors more in the first exam of the 2015 course instance compared to the two other 
course instances. The overall order of magnitude of students on the courses is nevertheless the same 
and in fact, equal on the 2014 and 2016 instances.  

In addition to comparing the final exam grades, we also investigate the study habits of the students 
based on the data collected in ViLLE. The data includes submission counts and total scores achieved 
from the interactive assignments carried out throughout the course.  We analyze the data to see, if 
there is a correlation between the final exam grade and study behavior measured by ViLLE 

Table 2.  Number of CS majors in the first exam. 

Year 2014 (old) 2015 (old) 2016 (new) 
N 51 63 51 
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5 RESULTS 
We analyzed the grade frequencies and dropout-rates of three different course instances. Two first 
course instances (2014, 2015) are based on traditional lecturing and demonstrations whereas the new 
(2016) instance has converted four lectures (eight hours) to three active learning endorsing tutorials 
(six hours). The frequencies shown in Table 3 are gathered from the first exam of each course 
instance and include only CS majors.  

Table 3.  Distribution of grades in between the course instances in percentages. 

Year (Fail) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 Total Mean 

2014 
(old) 29.4 7.8 11.8 13.7 17.7 19.6 51 3.42 

2015 
(old) 28.6 14.3 15.9 9.5 15.9 15.8 63 3.04 

2016 
(new) 15.7 9.8 31.4 15.7 3.9 23.5 51 3 

The biggest changes between the course instances are in the number of fails (0), twos (2) and fives 
(5). Five being the best possible grade in this grading scheme. The 2014 course instance resembles 
more the new 2016 instance than the 2015 instance. However the 2016 new course instance has 
declined the fail-rate almost by half. Also the number of fives and twos have increased notably. In 
other words, there are more students achieving the highest grade or passing the course with grade 
two. The number of fours has also decreased notably.   

The mean of the courses is calculated from the passing exam grades, discarding all the fails. The 
2014 course instance has the best overall mean of first exam grades. The two other courses instances 
have practically the same mean.  

Figure 1 shows the number of submissions and scores achieved during the new course instance. The 
final exam grade is also color coded into the figure.  

 
Figure 1: Points, submissions and scores of the students. 

We found a moderate positive correlation (0.377, p=0.0064) between the exam grade and ViLLE-
points using Spearman’s correlations. The maximum score from ViLLE is 810 points. The best 
achieving students have almost the maximum score with 200-300 submissions. Some students used 
over 1000 to achieve similar points. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
It is possible to reduce the number of dropouts even in massive courses by promoting active and 
social learning. By implementing four tutorial sessions instead of pure lecturing, we managed to halve 
the dropout rate of our instructional database course. We reduced lectures by eight hours and 
replaced them with ViLLE tutorials, i.e. active learning sessions. We also cut two hours of 
demonstration classes. With two hours less of total teaching, we managed to cut the fail rate of the 
first exam from 30% to 15%, while maintaining the same mean of grades. 

In future we will implement an electronic exam into this course. The exam will include similar 
automatically assessed exercises than what was used in the tutorials. Writing and executing real SQL-
queries gives a possibility to evaluate students’ knowledge in real-life-like situation thus giving better 
insight to their learning. The electronic exam was highly requested by the students in course feedback.  
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